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When I saw my shadow falter

What do we do with all those others, who we have met and loved;
those, deceased or living, who accompany us beyond the perimeters.
Developed as a choreographic meditation, this work, about
accompanying, is part of a cycle on relationships that began in 2016.
A question about presence on the dance stage is unfurled in this work,
in 3 formats: sound, dance and drawing.
The experience starts offstage with The Cloud, an immersive sound
installation, of about thirty voices telling stories of accompanying.
Then the dance stage is gradually built up as an obscure space, where
three dancers slowly, blindly, appear and move toward us, in constant
dialogue with a live cellist, who is present, but invisible. During these
indefatiguable walks, gestures settle on the body of the one who is
walking, like striking memories and presences.
The dance emerges, the movements bang on and the gestures are
conceived like imprints. The changing scene fluctuates between thick
clouds, alternating lights and hazy skins, evolving towards a powerful
surrounding light.
When I Saw My Shadow falter awakens all of our senses, revives
our ancestral fears, commemorates the refrain of the living or of the
almost dead, and incites us to opens our eyes differently. Each goes
in, as if under hypnosis, between a dream and limbo, there where the
visible stutters, and makes our shadows waver.
At the end of the show, the third part ends with a limited edition book
entitled “70 Breaths which carry us”, to prolong the show experience.
Duration : 50’
TEASER VIDÉO : https://vimeo.com/224247044
FILM : https://vimeo.com/294533377 /password: ombre
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